ADD VALUE. ADD COMFORT. ADD EFFICIENCY.

PROpane can do that

Every Remodel is a Chance to Add Propane Performance

Any remodel can refresh a home’s looks. When you remodel with propane, you’re giving customers an energy upgrade they’ll truly appreciate. Propane appliances outperform electric models for comfort, low monthly energy bills, and even emissions. Plus, adding gas performance with propane appliances doesn’t have to mean a premium price tag. Propane is an affordable option for nearly any remodeling budget.

Help Them Fall in Love with Their Home Again

Think beyond the surface and start looking for ways to add the performance of propane to your next remodeling project. Learn more at Propane.com.

Tankless Water Heaters

- 50% Lower Annual Energy Costs Compared with Electric Storage Tank Water Heaters.

Storage Tank Water Heaters


High Efficiency Furnaces

- More Comfortable Heat Than Other Heat Sources, Including an ASHP or GSHP.

Clothes Dryers

- 30,000 BTU/Hour Capacity Means Faster Drying and Greater Energy Savings.

Ranges & Ovens


Fireplaces

- Instant On/Off with Five Times the Heating Capacity of Wood-Burning Fireplaces.

Standby Generators

- 10 Seconds for the Generator to Start Automatically After a Main Power Interruption.

Outdoor Amenities

- Flame Effects Such as Fireplaces or Rustic Lighting Extend Your Outdoor Enjoyment.

- 50% Lower Annual Energy Costs Compared with Electric Storage Tank Water Heaters.

- 5-10 Years Longer Life Than Storage Tank Water Heaters.


- Less Space: Propane Water Heaters Are Smaller Than Electric Models of the Same Capacity.

- 50% Longer Service Life Than an Electric Heat Pump.


- 96% of Professional Chefs Prefer Gas Over Electric; Homeowners Want the Same Performance.

- 30,000 BTU/Hour Capacity Means Faster Drying and Greater Energy Savings.

- Zero Ash to Clean Up or Firewood to Store.

- 10 Seconds: For the Generator to Start Automatically After a Main Power Interruption.

- Zero Fuel Degradation over Time, Unlike Gasoline or Diesel.